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Marine



House Boats Personal Water Craft

The demands of the Australian Marine battery market call for advanced product quality, 
durability and high performance in often testing and demanding Marine environments.

Lion Batteries meets the demands of all battery markets including specialty products for Marine Starting, 
Marine Dual Purpose, Marine Deep Cycle and Marine Recreational applications. Lion Batteries are the 

battery of choice for professional marine operators, owners of recreational and leisure craft, wind sport 
enthusiasts and users of a multitude of marine related battery applications. 

Lion Batteries is an Australian owned family business serving the Australian battery market for over 60 years.

Lion Marine Batteries

 Launches
 Charter Vessels
 Recreational Fishing
 Cruisers 

Power Boats Sailing Boats Commercial
Vessels

 Racing Yachts
 Pleasure Yachts
 Catamarans

 Ferries
 Passenger craft
 Tugs and Barges
 Commercial Trawlers
 Commercial Fishing

 Commercial Leasing
 2 Volt Cell Applications

 Jet ski’s
 Sea-Doo’s

Lion Batteries offer a comprehensive range of quality Marine Batteries to suit all 
Marine Starting, Dual Purpose, Deep Cycle and Recreational applications



 Marine Starting Batteries
High cranking hybrid design technology to suit modern engine starting needs. Incorporating “hot melt 
plate lock” protection against wave shock and engine vibration to ensure extended battery life.

 Marine Deep Cycle Batteries
Heavy Duty design for demanding Marine Deep Cycle applications. Vent plug accessible for ongoing 
maintenance of electrolyte levels to ensure extended battery life.

ConVentionaL LoW MaintenanCe

VaLVe ReGULateD LeaD aCiD
 absorbed Glass Mat (aGM) Dual Purpose Marine Batteries
Fully sealed dual purpose Starting and Deep Cycle batteries designed for heavy demand applications. 
Dual Terminal design with multi position usage capabilities (no spillage) ideally suited for yachting 
applications.

 Gel (Gelled electrolyte) technology Deep Cycle Marine Batteries
Premium marine battery technology featuring fully sealed battery design allowing for multi position 
usage capabilities and flexibility to locate the battery into difficult locations. Gel technology is suitable 
for enclosed areas with no risk of gas escape and allows 100% cycling discharge with no deterioration 
of battery life or performance.

ReCReationaL PWC (Personal Water Craft)
 Recreational Marine Batteries
Available for Sealed AGM, Sealed Maintenance Free and Conventional 
PWC Marine applications and are ideal for Jet Skis and Marine 
recreational uses.

SeaLeD MaintenanCe FRee (SMF)
 Marine SMF Starting Batteries
Calcium/Calcium SMF technology with patented “positive plate tissue” design to achieve extended 
service life. Dual Terminal design for multipurpose applications.

 Marine SMF Dual Purpose Batteries
Designed for users who are seeking extended hours of cycling (AH) with no compromise on cranking 
capacity (CCA). Dual Terminal design for both starting and easy connection of accessories.



Lion Batteries offer a complete range of quality battery 
products for all automotive, deep cycle, traction, standby, 

solar and specialty purposes. With Lion Batteries you can have 
confidence in selling quality products and prominent brands, 
supported by a technically competent and customer focused 

Australian owned family company.
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